ECHO

AS OUR COLORS COME TOGETHER ...
Megan Lockett with Mrs. Van Bruesegen and Mr. Thomas

Elizabeth Wargo

Anne Heltibrand and Megan Coats

Jill Poland

Pleshette Hubbard

Bree Sanders

Nathan Shay has lunch with friends
PRETTIEST EYES
Brad Hilkene

MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED
Katy Werner & Greg Delassus

BEST PERSONALITY
Candice Yoder & Scott Dusenbery

MOST ATHLETIC
Adam Kamps

MOST ATHLETIC
Gina Schroder
BEST BODY
Leslie Christensen & Wade Bond

MOST CREATIVE
Josh Kratky & Kristy Roberts

MOST TALKATIVE
Becca Seibert & John Peel

LIFE OF THE PARTY
Erica Brown & Jeremy Daughaday

CLASS CLOWN
Dajuanda Williams & Bobby DiMarcellis
PRETTIEST SMILE
Kenny Koenigsfeld & Jeane Tompkins

BEST DRESSED
Brien Teasley & Jayme Glass

MOST SPIRITED
Jason Fleming & Shelby Hines

SENIORS '95

BEST FRIENDS
Tim Rusan & Michael Lay

BEST FRIENDS
LaShondria Gordon & Pleshette Hubbard
Seniors

Class of 1995
Jeremy Daughaday
Brian Dean
Scott Deppong
Annie Duffy

Reginale Davis
Gregory Delassus
Bobby DiMarcellis
Scott Dusenbery

Nicole Delgado
Kevin Donze
Cornelia Eberhardt

Rebecca Demotte
Sarah Douglas
Kari Edwards
Becca Kresyman, Katie McGinnis, Susie Orf, Sarah Glass

Michael Erickson  
Jerome Farrar  
Jason Flanery  
Gerrion Fountain  

Amy Eskridge  
Adam Fleming  
Jennifer Gage  

Lisa Marie Fagnani  
Michael Fondaw  
Robert Gallina  

Kristyn Fantroy  
Katrina Farris  
Zachary Fore  
Gabriel Garrett
Andrew Grow
Kelly Halferty

Gary Grow
Tammy Hannah

Senior Captains: Candice Yoder, Anne McKay

Brian Guerrero
Jacob Hannon
Samantha Harken
Michael Hauser

Sarah Hagen
Joanna Hansbrough
Tonya Hartmann
Marnice Hayes
Sara Hazel
Matt Hiatt
Melissa Hill
Jodi Hofer

Karen Heinz
Barbara Hickey
Shelby Hines
Sean Hoffmann

Anne Heltibrand
Delicia Hicks

Jennifer Hensley
Brad Hilkene

Mark Powell, Aaron Brooks
1994 FRIENDSHIP MAIDS: Sarah Chunn, Candice Yoder, Latoi Lawrence, Kristyn Fantroy, Kelly Lovan, Sara Steenrod, Katie McGinnis.

Andy Niesen
Robert Nunnally
Jimmy Odman
Nick Pavelka

Amy Neighbor
Andrew Nystrom
Susan Orf
John Peel

Helen Orthals
Timothy Pelloquin

Gretchen Orwig
Lisa Pepper
Arica Evans. Candice Yoder was crowned Friendship Queen.
Laura Swinford  
Jennifer Tebb  
Daniel Touhey  

Marc Taube  
Rian Thum  
Phillip Trapp  

Sonya Taylor  
Heather Thurman  
Inga Unger  
Teresa Vincent  

Zach McGraw and Junior Scott Maher  

Brien Teasley  
Jeane Tompkins  
Andrew Vanbrunt  
Tamia Walker
Stacie Williams
Candice Yoder

Lara Wise
Kelly Young

Amanda Woodward
Christian Zareh

ADDENDUM TO
SENIOR PHOTOS

Courtney Bailey
Kevin Convy
Melenie Fitzgerald
Lamar Futrell

Timothy Hagin
Dedric Harris
Michelle Kelley
Brian Knoerle
Joshua Kratky
Latoscha Lee

Mark Munsterman
Joshua Nelson
Douglas Rieber
Erica Rusan
Rebecca Seibert
Kelly Windle

Sean Worley

SENIORS NOT PICTURED
Antonio Beard
Nicholas Consolino
Benjamin Harris
Vonoi Skaria
Noah Walbridge
As Our Colors Come Together
whatever your mind can conceive and believe
it will achieve
dream great dreams and make them come true
don't let go of your dream
no matter what happens it will pull you through
you are unique
in all the world there is no one else exactly like you
and in all infinity to come there will never
be another you
never affirm self-limitations
whatever you believe yourself to be
you are
In Memory of Eric Laufersweiler
AUTOGRAPHS

KIDS Editors: Pleshette Hubbard, Lathosha Rusan & Angel Jackson
The years we have spent together have taught us some bitter lessons. But, hand in hand, within an endless circle the unity that makes us one gives us the strength to pursue our own goals.
Kristyn Howard and Molly O’Donnell stylin’ before the Sweetheart Dance.

Racquel Adams
Nicholas Athie
Ayanna Bell
Elliot Bischoff
Gregory Bley

Kathryn Ahrens
Erica Baldwin-Gassner
Elise Beyer
Eric Bischoff
Christopher Bohn

Miles Anderson
Clare Barnes
Elmore Bottani

Brenton Anderton
Nathaniel Barnes
Pamela Bouffard

Matthew Anson
Scott Barnes
Sunyi Boyce

Stephen Anthony
Anne Baum
Shauna Birge
David Blake
David Brader
Erich Brandes
Erin Brussel
Matthew Caldwell
James Carr

Justin Brandes
Anne Buckles
Marva Cannon
Brian Caufield

Nicholas Breen
Demarcus Buckner
Timothy Canter
Andrew Chinnici

Deanna Brooks
George Bullock
Thomas Capelli
Garry Christensen

Heather Brown
Victor Buresch
Mary Beth Carosello
Kelly Christensen

Jason Brown
Kelly Byrd
Christine Carothers
Christopher Clark

People

Leaving OUR MARK

Two Megans (Coats and Lockett) ham it up for the T-Day Night Assembly.
“When your class left Steger it was the first time I had seen the students hug each other and cry as they left on the last day. I'd been teaching six years and that was the first time I'd seen something like that.” Mr. Levinson
Eli Bottani caught off guard.

Christine Holbrooke
Kristyn Howard
Courtney Hutchinson
Benjamin Jobe
Aisha Johnson-Sartin

Donte Holmes
Melissa Hulsey
Natalie Homan
Jonathan Hunn
Jinna Hopson
Kyle Hunt

Brian Holland
Angela Hubbard
Tina Jackson
Michael Johnson
Frances Jones

Jared Joplin
Douglass Jost
Wesley Keene

Chaka Howard
William Hunt
Cary Jewell
Nehemiah Johnson
Erin Kell
"This class jelled. It was so great to be teaching that year. There were so many spontaneous acts of kindness."

Mrs. Hubbard
"There was an immediate sense of comraderie that lasted the whole year. We all knew that this class was going to be special."

Mr. King
CLASS
OF
1996

Sam Snelling
Bennett Stankev
Robert Straughan
Cathleen Thacker

Zachary Sinclair
Matthew Sondeman
Rachel Stevens
Bethany Sullivan
LaShanda Thomas

Cartez Singleton
Laura Southcome
Jennifer Stewart
Kelly Sullivan
Susan Thompson

Jill Sleeman
Jill Speckert
Stephanie Stockholm-
Ronollo
Susan Sutter
Tara Thompson

Ellen Ashly Smith
Jamie Sparich
Kathleen Stokes
Jennifer Swinehart
Dennis Thuernau

Kristopher Smulczenski
Allyson Spradling
Zachary Strange
Jessica Taylor
Anthony Townsend
JUNIORS
NOT PICTURED
Matt Ayres
Courtney Bailey
Antoinette Catchup
Anthony Davis
Jennifer Mason
Alan Petty
Davon Pruitt
Imanuel Reed
Don Reynolds
Erin Sinclair
Steven Tabb
Samantha Wilkins
Tracy Zeis

Candice Tucker
Tiffany Wallace
Ryan Wetton
Bryant Wilks
Courtney Worley

Brian Turner
Carmen Ward
Erica White
Antwuan Williams
Joseph Yarbrough

Nancy Turner
April Warren-Grice
Rachel White
Jennifer Williamson
Michelle Yoder

Tinesha Tyler
Robin Watson
Celebr Whittaker III
Elizabeth Wiltsch
Danielle Young

Daniel Wacker
Margo Wentzien
Kashita Wicks
Aaron Winkler
John Zarky

Angela Wickwire
Matthew Worful
Mary Ziegler
SOPHOMORES

John Acosta
Roberto Aguilar

Dorreatha Anderson
Catherine Apperson

Sarah Arnold
Michael Bach Jr.

Erin Bandy
Marlon Banks

Sarah Barnard
Kris Barnett
Cecilia Barresi
Alexander Bates

David Bates
Anthony Bausola
Tyler Bersen
William Biggs
Brian Blood
IS YOUR TIME TO SHINE
AUTOGRAPHS

Carla Schlicher
Jennifer Simon
Calya Stanford

David Schroder
Megan Sindel
Erika Starr

Angella Schwarzenbach
Ebony Skinner
Emily Stawar

Ian Shay
Jennifer Sprague
Megan Steenrod

Matthew Schierbaum
Andrew Schindler
Justin Shew
Michelle St. Pierre
Hannah Stevens

Daniel Schiller
John Schless
Jamon Silas
Jamacia Stanfield
Nekesha Stone
Alice Watkins
Shannon White
Reggie Wright

Joshua Wedel
Mia Williams
Latrell Yancey

Edward Wehner
Christopher Wilson
Julie Young

Sara Weisenfels
Kenosha Wilson
Nathan Young

Jasen Welge
Valerie Woodward

Jonathan Westoff
Nathasha Wright

SOPHOMORES
NOT PICTURED

Matt Bacon
Keonte Baldwin
Myeesha Barnes
William Carney
Casey Creely
Temika DeClue
Clifford Harris
Michael Helker
Niyyah Hooks
Dewayne Kennedy
Andrew McDowell
Shaun McKinney
Shannon McMiller
Rebecca Nash
Jason Thompson
A warm moment.

Dawn Abernathy
Lucas Ackerman
Sari Al-Shehbaz

Keshia Allen
Scott Anderton
Katherine Ayre

Jennifer Ayres
Ken Bahr
Dev Parikh Bala
Jamel Bankhead
Jason Barks
Christopher Barnes

Eric Barnett
Cecilia Bartels
Bart Barylske
Jason Bass
Andrea Bates
Brett Bauer
A true high school prodigy.
Class of 1998

FRESHMEN
NOT PICTURED

Justin Aisentat
Scott Brackman
Ellsworth Brown
Julius Brown
Phillip Brown
Amy Cole
Derrick Cole
Danielle Jones
Michael Jones
Jeremy Ketchie
David Powers
Nicholas Robinson
Ryan Shanahan
Michael Young

YOUR VIEWS

""
Members of the Board of Education
Ellen Chapman, President
Nathan Bachelder
Judy Colbert
Randy Sprague
Linda Young, Vice President
Delores A. Bouffard
David Fischhoff

Webster Groves High School Administration

Dr. William Gussner

Pat Voss
Principal

John Raimondo
Asst. Principal
Unit 102

George White
Asst. Principal
Unit 104

Randy Charles
Asst. Principal
Unit 106
Webster Groves High School Staff

Mike Abegg  
Science

Jenny Adorjan  
Registrar

Kathleen Ahern  
Science

Paul Ahlvin  
Math

Ann Anderson  
Special School Dist.

Karen Antrim  
Art

Ben Averbuch  
Counselor

Nancy Bannister  
Special School Dist.

Karen Barbour  
SSD

Penny Barnicle  
Foreign Language

Victoria Boren  
Choral Music

Marilynne Bradley  
Art

Grant Brady  
Librarian

Carol Brockelmeyer  
Secretary

Diane Brockman  
Secretary

Kim Buckey  
Pilot School

Verna Bundy  
English

Lynn Buss  
Nurse

Linda Buxbaum  
Spanish/French

David Cady  
PE/Pilot School

Peggy Callihan  
Business Ed.

John Casey  
English

Maureen Cashel  
Secretary

Tim Cashel  
Social Studies

Bapkin Chekoudjian  
Media
Faculty/Staff

Margaret Connerly
Social Studies

Cindy Doder
SIS

Kari Farmer
Business Ed.

Lynette Hampton
Math

Karen Hermann
Math

Glen Cotta
Library Aides

Lee Drake
Art/Yearbook

Deborah Genovese
Art

Thomasina Hassler
Counselor

Nini Hermann
Special School Dist.

Lilian Curtis
Counselor

Amalia Golcynski
Math

Jeanette Hencken
Science

Carol Holian
Study Skills

Len Daiber
Special School Dist.

Sandy Grady
Study Skills

Carolyn Henly
English

Joe Hepfinger
Science

Kim Eastland
Social Studies

Vonna Despotis
Foreign Language

Theresa Drogkamp
English

Lillian Cottrell
Library Aides

Ed Eggers
AV

Vonna Despotis
Foreign Language

Lynette Hampton
Math

Carolyn Henly
English

Joe Hepfinger
Science

Larry Horak
Science

Lisa Hunt
Social Studies
Faculty/Staff

Bob Hutcheson
English

Nathan Ivy
In-House Suspension

Sandra Jahnke
English

Don Johnson
Journalism/English

John Johnson
Instr. Music

Jack Jones
Athletic Director

Margaret Karleskint
Activities Accounts

Ron Kenny
Drama

Sherre Klumb
Math

Dennis Kruse
Business/Marketing

Roger Kurtz
Social Studies

Martha Lane
Math

Paula Lindberg
Math

Regina Lindsey-Lynch
Science

Laurel Lowe
Library

Gary Lutker
Math

Pam Mahoney
Secretary

Ken Manwarring
Physical Ed.

Delores Masson
Foreign Language

Florence Meier
Counselor

David Mendelson
English

Vic Miller
Science

Mary Ellen Mongan
Math

Tim Moore
Community Campus

Annette Morrow
Special School Dist.
Faculty/Staff

Veronica Murphy
Media

Jim Muth
Social Studies

Bern O'Brien
Math

Susan Patrick
Foreign Language

Elizabeth Peck
Library

Minnie Phillips
English

Kent Ragland
Math

Patricia Reed
Secretary

Don Reid
Social Studies

Nancy Reimer
Special School Dist.

Julie Rios
Social Studies

Lucille Rock
Social Studies

Mary Rueschhoff
Home Economics

Flo Ryan
Secretary

Mary Sadio
Secretary

Loren St. Lawrence
Counselor

Doug Schlegel
Physical Education

Dan Sebben
Counselor

Christopher Sherman
Science

Diana Simler
Business Ed.

Gloria Smith
Physical Education

Diane Stromberg
Home Economics

Christine Strube
English

Tamara Sunkett
English

Lynn Tatlow
Industrial Tech.
Faculty/Staff

John Thomas
Social Studies

John Thomas
Permanent Sub.

Kathleen Thomas
Special School Dist.

Jackie Thomas
Instr. Music

Shirley Uptergrove
Secretary

Karrie Urbanek
Special School Dist.

Jennifer Van Breusegen
English

Terry Verstraete
Perm. Sub./Soc. Stu.

Ron Wallace
Industrial Tech.

Faye Walker
Study Hall

Nancy Walters
English

Ann Westhoff
Home Economics

Dane Williams
Instr. Music

Gail Williams
Budget/Supplies

Philip Wojak
Science

Brian Yates
Science

Teachers Not Pictured
Patti Cady
Ron Carr
Nancy Keefer
Martin Milstead
Cynthia Sittman

Mrs. Connerly and Mrs. Gregg
Mr. Yates and his daughter Anna Christina
Michelle and friends could dance all night.

Amy and Barbara into the action

The DJ's kept everyone dancing.

Freshmen go crazy at the mixer.
FRIENDSHIP

Sarah Chunn, Sara Steenrod, Kelly Lovan, Arica Evans, Katie McGinnis, Kristyn Fantroy, Candice Yoder, Latoi Lawrence

Dan Touhey and Katie Pohl

Leslie Schreer and Elizabeth Lyle gettin' down.
Sarah Chunn and her escort Brendon Dalrymple
Arica Evans and her escort
Kelly Lovan and her escort Seth Langston
Latoi Lawrence and her escort Atom Jackson
Katie McGinnis and her escort John Peel
Sara Steenrod and her escort Bryon Westoff
M. Voss announcing Webster’s Queen

Candice Yoder and her escort Scott Burns

Ms. Voss announcing Webster’s Queen

Candice upon being announced as Queen

Webster’s Queen Candice Yoder and Scott Burns

Webster’s and Kirkwood’s Queens
1994 FRIENDSHIP COURT

A scene from the dance

Nikki Gary and her date
Cast List

Seymour
Jared Joplin

Audrey
Kari Edwards

Mr. Mushnik
Greg Delassus

Orin, the dentist
Brien Teasley

Audrey II (voice)
Brian Guerrero

Audrey II
(manipulation)
Dan Berlman

Street Urchins
Shawn Driemeier

Anne Heltibrand
Ilana Helton
Shabnam Nouraie
Candice Yoder
Michelle Yoder

Dance Captain
Cathy Weis

Mrs. Luce
Laura Swinford

Customer Act I
Marc Taube

Customer Act II
Kyle Hunt

Bernstein
Brad Scribner

Skip Snip
David Blake

Patrick Martin
Bryan Westhoff

Pit Musicians

Piano
Joe Dreyer

Synthesizer
Leah Carlton

Guitar
Ben Kopetti

Bass
Todd Miller

Drums
Jamie Levinson

Chorus

David Blake
Joe Brandes
Kevin Donze
Rachel Drennen
Jocelyn Grant
Steve Gymer
Shelby Hines
Kyle Hunt
Noah Hunt
Adam Jurotich
Julie Jones
Katie McGinnis
Kristen Moppert
Anne Marie Rosche
Brand Scribner
Laura Swinford
Marc Taube
Josh Vogler
Cathy Weis
FALL MUSICAL - Nov. 10, 11, 12

Jared Joplin as Seymour, with Audrey II

Dentist Brian Teasley examines Seymour

Seymour feeds Audrey II for the first time

Kari Edwards and Jared Joplin

Greg Delassus, Anne heltibrand, Shawn Driemeier, & Shahnam Nouraie
Michelle and Shabnam dream of a place that's green.

Gregg Delassus and Jared Joplin
WG Cheerleaders finish their traditional Turkey Day Stomp

Once again the Seniors win the Spirit Cheer

Wade Bond, John Peel, and Bryan Westhoff showing more than just their spirit

The Senior Class gets fired up

94/95 Guard/Dance Line
Candice, Angel, Coco, and Mark leading the Senior Line Dance

Tim Rusan leads the Line Dance while Latoi shows her stuff

Kari Edwards, Kirsten Ruckdeschel, and Kelly Lovan

J. Wallace leading his side of the line

Tim Rusan, Cinata Griffin, Devika Bates, Tamia Walker & Candice Yoder

Senior Cheer
LaShondra Gordon, Pleshette Hubbard, Angel Jackson, Andrea Gordon, Kyra Nichols enjoying the Turkey Day Game

The coaches and players following the action

Tim McCowan on his way to a touchdown.

The sideline celebration after the score.

BONFIRE CREW: Zach Fore, Wendell Haug, Mike Huser, Mr. Yates, Kristen Ruckdeschel, Martha Bailey, Aileen Keenen, Nancy Jacobs, Becca Kresmann, Adam Kamps, Sonya Taylor, Sara Hazel, Sheila Jost

The Statesmen return to the field after halftime

OAKVILLE - 20 WEBSTER - 15
U. CITY - 13 WEBSTER - 30
HOUSE SPRINGS - 18 WEBSTER - 26
PARKWAY- NORTH - 38 WEBSTER - 14
PARKWAY- SOUTH - 40 WEBSTER - 20
EUREKA - 27 WEBSTER - 26
ROCKWOOD - 10 WEBSTER - 28
AFFTON - 12 WEBSTER - 35
LADUE - 21 WEBSTER - 0
KIRKWOOD - 17 WEBSTER - 13

Tim McCowan eludes a tackle

Antwain Davis tries to get outside

Jacob and Dennis share a heartbreaking moment

Webster congratulates Kirkwood on their victory
Show Choir

Webster Groves High School's show choir is the Statesmen Sensation. Unlike any of the other choirs, the Statesmen Sensation dances as well as sings.

Mad Jazz

Mad Jazz is an elite choir of sixteen men and women. These voices are carefully selected from the Concert Choir. Mad Jazz sings a cappella pieces, fifteenth and sixteenth century secular music, and modern vocal jazz.

MAD JAZZ

Concert Choir is a sixty voice, four-part choir that is made up of both men and women. Concert Choir sings a wide variety of music, including: master works, folk music, music from Broadway shows, a cappella pieces, and gospel music.


CONCERT CHOIR OFFICERS

Candice Yoder, Greg Delassus, Anne Heltibrand, Marc Taube, & Kari Edwards
All District Choir

All District Choir is an Honor Choir that requires an audition. Hundreds of Juniors and Seniors compete to make it into the choir.


Mixed chorus

Trebleaires is a three-part, fifty voice choir made up of upper-class women only. They sing sacred and secular music. Trebleaires are accompanied by piano.

FRONT ROW L-R: Megan Herr, Amy Pippin, Malea Lopresto, Shelby Hines, Latrina Farris, Todd Wright, Darrea Bridges, Rebecca Hill, Carrie Key, Rachel De Neal, Kelli Dirks. SECOND ROW L-R: Megan Steenrod, Meghan Velten, Antoinette Catchup, Samantha Wilkins, Ariana Fulton, Stephanie Grigg, Missi Orwig, Liz Galloway, Leah Carlson, Anne Marie Rosche. THIRD ROW L-R: Jessica Kasch, Brandy Scheffler, Lakisha Cooper, Angel Keller, Julie Jones, Amanda Drummer, Mia Williams, Susie Reardon, Sarah Eskridge, Laquetta Cooper. ROW FOUR L-R: Barbara Hickey, Tracie Kriska, Courtney Dixon, Marcie Bruganara, Erica Lowman, Delicia Hicks, Erin Bandy, Jamie Sporsh, Jenny Mangosing, Sarah Barnard, Hannah Stevens, Jenny Sprague. FIFTH ROW L-R: Vicki Boren, Chaka Howard, Angela Beckman, Kelli Hart, Sharita Gilcrease, Jennifer Gamble, Theresa Christian, Stacy King, Ronita Hill, Shani Johnson. NOT PICTURED: Kim McConkey, Alice Watkins

Freshaires is a twenty-five voice, three part choir made up of only Freshmen women. Every one of the twenty five women was selected by a vocal audition. They are accompanied by piano. They sing sacred and secular music.

Gary Grow, Greg Delassus, John Seiffert, Kirsten Ruckduselchel, Laura Swinford, Melanie Donato, Erin Fee, Carrie Key, Erin Bandy, Laura Grow, Kelly Heart, Jeff Koenig, Ayanna Bell, Michelle Yoder, Dan Wacker, Julie Engdahl, Ricki Bischoff, Candice Yoder, John Peel, Kasey Wilson, Megan Lockett, Erin Kell, Jason Engdahl

from rear, l. to r. Johnny Parker, Tina Jackson, Deanna Brooks, Tim McCowan, Dennis Elceirir, Phillip Coleman, middle-Barbara Hickey, Shelby Hines, Kristin Fantroy, Erica Brown, Mayo Washington, Kelly Byrd, Jocelyn Grant, Randy Simon front - Katie McGinnis, Antoine Lawrence, Bree Sanders, Mary Beth Carosello
back - Sheria Guyton, Danielle Young, Mia Williams, Jill Poland, Carolyn Furay, Latoi Lawrence, Kim Colnaghi, front - Erika Massow, Fanita Drummer, Amanda Drummer, Deanna Brooks, Stephanie Link, Dawn Colnaghi, Calya Stanford, Barbara Hickey, Sponsor Mr. Ivy

TREND

THE CHOICE FOR ME IS
DRUG FREE

TREND Officers: front Amanda Drummer - President, Stephanie Link - Vice President, Deanna Brooks - Secretary, Dawn Colnaghi - Treasurer.

TREND sponsored an assembly on September 16, 1994 in which self-made millionaire Valarie Daniels-Carter shared her success with WGHS students.
ART CLUB

Sara Petty, Nikki Kelce, Emily Greenwalt, Veronica McGivney, Mike Waral, Mike Erickson, Anne McKay, Mary Ziegler, Kristi Roberts, Lisa Pepper, Celia, Jessica Mendica

John Register looks over Sara Foberts shoulder as she draws for the Portfolio Day

While on the train to Kansas City Nathan Shuy points out one of his works of art to Veronica McGivney
Angie Fleischer, Anne Baum, Emily Stawar, Dana Hammann, Ms. Bradley, Jessie Mendica, Mary Ziegler, Jennifer Simon

Josh Kurlander, Doug Curtis, Anna Hancock, and Mary Golden are caught in the middle of preparations and debate at the Model U N Conference.

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Mr. Ahlvin, Gabe Garrett, Julie Bahr, Katie Redford, Sarah Bahr, John Seiffertt, Greg Delassus, middle: Anne Helibrand, Bree Sanders, Amy Eskridge, Tonya Hastran, Rachel Smith front: Katie Werner, Martha Bailey, Susan Orf

SAFE

standing: Mr. Sherman, Jenny Oberkrom, Natalie Homan, Jesse Mendica, Dana Hammann, Emily Stawar, seated: Jennifer Simon, Kate Herold, Teresa Vincent, Ellen Mai, Bess Schwatzer, Mindy Cooke, Claire Rosche, Christina Rowley, Hope Breidenbach

PLANT A TREE!
INTERNATIONAL CLUB

MATH CLUB

back: Dennis Eleceiri, Eric Metzenthin, Nicholas Breen, Kathy Nathanial Barnes, John Schless. front: Andrew Van Brunt, Bob Zager, Christine Neumann, Meghan Nagle-Peterson, Mimi Vo, Jennifer Neuman, Ben Standeven
Dan Schneider and Margo Wentzien join other STAR members in the afterschool preparation of sandwiches for the needy.

Rachel Cooper, Laura Swinford, and Amy Eskridge do their part.

Mr. Ragland is one of the staff sponsors of STAR

The work goes fast when everyone pitches in.
More than 35 Missouri colleges were represented along with a number of out-of-state schools. It was a great opportunity to get up-to-date information and get answers to college questions.
PUBLIC AFFAIRS

WEBSTER GROW
HIGH SCHOOL

PUBLIC AFFAIRS

front, l. to r. Darla Crask, Annie Dosche, Julie Jones, L.T. Miskel rear; Robbie Hoffman, Roberto Aguilar, Brendan Olsen, Mr. Cashel (sponsor), Dennis Eliceiri

ECHO NEWSPAPER STAFF

front, l. to r. Tiffany Mosby, Dennis Cook, David Ahrens, Andy Niesen, Charles Nichols, Cathleen Thacker, Jason Brown, Jeff Chandler row 2: Kathryn Romine, Amand Schaefer, Megan Lockett, Gina Garrett, Katherine Roberts, Sarah Christman, Kelly Shunahan, John Peel, Lisa Fagnani, Jennifer Swinehart, Lynn Burns, rear; Sarah Chunn, Kelly Lovan, Kirsten Ruckdeschel, Julie Moyer, Nathan Shay, Sara Steenrod, Michael Modesto, Eric Chapman
Senior year was fantastic! After 3 years of working on dances, pep rallies, service projects, and fundraisers, we found it hard to stop. This year the Class of 95 won the first Turkey Day Spirit Week, finished their last great service project, and put together a fabulous prom.

Officers: Laura Swinford, Sarah Glass, Katie McGinnis, and Katie Werner

SPONSORS: Mr. Ragland, Ms. Lane, Mr. Muth

1st row: Stephanie Reed, Julie Moyer, Sara Hazel, Katie Werner, row 2: Greg Delassus, Sarah Glass, Laura Swinford, Rebecca Demotte, Cathy Weis, Nancy Jacobs, Anne Heltbran, row 3: Amy Eskridge, Sarah Steenrod, Eileen Keenan, Brian Westhoff, John Peel, Candice Yoder, Latoi Lawrence, Ms. Lane, row 3: Mr. Ragland, Barnes Souder, Becca Kresyman, Bree Sanders, Katie McGinnis, Susan Orf, Mr. Muth, row 4: Kirsten Ruckdeschel, Greg Cissell, John Seiffert, Dan Schneider, Lisa Fagnani
This year the Junior SSC was BUSY! Turkey Day, as usual, was hectic beyond belief. The Class of ‘96 turned the Senior Entrance into “CandyLand.” They also worked with Food Outreach, making food for people with AIDS in the St. Louis area. Sweetheart Dance brought in some much needed money. In March they began to select Prom sites, and organize the Senior Mentor Program.

front: Kelly Byrd, Mary Beth Carosello, April Warren, Laura Crandall, Angel Keller, Aisha Johnson-Sartin, Annette Rancilio, middle: Phillip Coleman, Mandy Polom, Elana Givens, Katie Stokes, Megan Lockett, Christine Carothers, Megan Coats, Gina Garrett, Ayanna Bell, Sarah Rutledge, Elise Beyer, Jennifer Swinehart, Kathy Ryan, Geneen Pazur, Dennis Eliceiri, back: Brett Buresch, Dan Wacker, Jennifer Williamson, Sam Snelling, Jill Speckert, Kyle Hunt, Josh Lang, Stacey Price, Angela Hubbard

Officers: Megan Coats, Kelly Byrd, Katie Stokes, Megan Lockett, Mary Beth Carosello, Ayanna Bell, Gina Garrett
Students for Awareness and Action (SAA)

from back: Barbara Montgomery, Kyra White, Johnny Parker, Bryant Wilks, Jason Hill, Davon Pruitt, Vaugh French, Stephanie Hester, Steve Tabb, Tara Thompson, Courtney Hutcheson, Angel Keller, Ayanna Bell, Candice Tucker, Tonyelly Polites, Jocelyn Grant, Melissa Hill, Erica Evans, Tiffany Mosby, Sponsor-Mrs. Hassler.

Tara Thompson: Reading her poem "Phenomenal Woman"

Mr. Ivy leads everyone in singing "Lift Every Voice and Sing"

Neil Cheatham, Julie Rios, and Bob Chekoudjian received awards and recognition during the Dr. Martin Luther King Assembly.

The cast from the Black Repertory Theatre Troupe performing "Stamping, Shouting, and Singing Home"
SOPHOMORE S S C
FRESHMEN S S C

Above Photo: Front row, l. to r.; Beth Hummert, Amy Fagnant, Marie Cracchiolo, Laura Grow, Julie Engdahl, Carrie Key, Melanie Donato, Caron Cummings.

Second row: Jebb Koenig, Dana Hammon, Becky Hagen, Kelli Hart, Dave Schroeder, Katie Herold

Third row: Jesse Mendica, Erin Bandy, Darrea Bridges, Jeny Spargue, Kara Bohannan, Joh Westoff, Julie Jones, Todd Miller, Sarah Eskridge, Danny Burns, Rachel Deneal, Joe Kim

Left Photo From top, l. to r.; Courtney Hunt, Kim Koenigsfeld, Mike Taylor, Lindsay Jacobs, Eileen Ruckdeschel, Katie Peel, Chloe Fishman, Carolyn Dessent, Jennifer Newmann, Ayanna Skinner, Bob Zager, Mike Carosello, Brad Scribner, Jason Bass, Devon Vialton, Melinda Hazel, Anne Simon, Alexa Pippin


The Class of '98 was active right from the start... they sold refreshments at the "Back to School" Dance and donated the proceeds to STAR. During the year they participated in other fundraisers (Breakfast With Santa) and service projects (Senior Breakfast, Meals to the Homeless)

Activity Sponsor: Bern O'Brien
S L B (Student Legislative Board)

The Student Legislative Board is an organization that acts as a liaison between the student body and the administration. The SLB is responsible for chartering student organizations, distribution of Board of Control Funds, club week, and the Student Commons.

PEER HELPERS

front row: Mary Beth Carosello, Laura Crandall, Megan Lockett, Kyle Hunt, Gina Garrett, middle; Elena Givens, Michelle Yoder, Jocelyn Grant, Hana Helton, Kelly Byrd, Katie Stokes, Geneen Pazur, Angela Hubbard, Amy Rudd, Sonya Taylor, back; Brett Buresch, Melvin Moore, Matt Niemeyer, Kristyn Howard, Matt Worful, Todd Miller
DECA

from top, l. to r.: Troy Fiala, Dennis Cook, Zac Fore, Neal Kendall, Heather Thurman, Brad Hilkene, Bryan Westoff, Wade Bond, Matt Schindler, Sarah Chunn, Lamar Chunn, Jasper Hoogewegen, Jeff Chandler, Ginny Rodgers

DECA/Marketing

from top, l. to r.: August Christhilf, Jason Ledbetter, Rachel Kryah, Chris Metzler, Barnes Sauder, Ian Bochenek, Nick Consolino, Anthony Townsend, Deanna Bellstein, Anne Heltenbrand, Rachel Nickl, Kim Nardini, Jill Poland, Davon Pruitt.
front: Celia Baressi, Emily Fortman, Elise Beyer, Margo Wienzien. back: Heather Nash, Dr. Hutcheson, Kate Herold, Meredith Nash, Nate Barnes, Josh Kurlander, Ms. Bradley

THESPIANS

front: Erin Kell, Kyle Hunt, Shabnam Nourale, Allyson Spradling, Amy Phelan, Brien Teasley, Shawn Driemeier, Lisa Pepper, Claire Rosche, Dan Berlemann, David Blake, Kim Colnaghi, Mike Modesto, Ilana Helton, Ann Marie Rosche, Leah Carlton, Jared Joplin, Isaac Hancock
UNDERSTUDIES

Sarah Bernard, Emily Romaines, Darla Crask, Audrey Hawley, Adam Jurich

Kyle Hunt, Erin Kell, Shabnam Nouria

Kim Colnaghi, Lisa Pepper, David Blake

Allyson Spradling, Claire Rosche, Amy Phelan

Isaac Hancock, Jared Joplin, Claire Rosche, Lisa Pepper, David Blake

Brien Teasley, Dan Berlemann, Shawn Driemeier, Hana Helton
Ann Marie Rosche, Leah Carlton

Jared Joplin & Isaac Hancock

Mike Modesto

An understudy cutup

Famous Lines:
SWEETHEART DANCE

Jocelyn Grant getting Queen'ed

Candice Yoder hugging the new Queen

Josh Lang getting announced with Jocelyn Grant and Jamie Levinson, who was also crowned King

Retiring King and Queen John Peel and Candice Yoder
sitting: Christy Sutter, Candice Yoder, Sarah Rutledge, Christine Carothers. kneeling: Kristin Moppert, Shabnam Nouraei, Alex Lee, Erin Kell, Anne McKay. standing: Michelle Yoder, Claire Barnes, Jocelyn Grant, Melinda Herrmann, Ayanna Bell, Jill Speckert, Candice Tucker

Captains: Anne McKay and Candice Yoder
J.V. CHEERLEADERS

Sitting: Angela Gohl, Jennifer Conrad. Standing: Melissa Castagno, Yvonne Chandler, Nicole House, Erin Bandy, Shannon Saitta, Melanie Harmon, Marie Kachutis, Hannah Stevens, Jenny Sprague. Flyers: Carrie Key, Angela Jackson, Melanie Donato

FRESHMEN CHEERLEADERS


GUARD/DANCELINES

front: Kelly Lovan (Flag Officer), Amy Richards (Flag Captain), Sunyi Boyce (Flag Captain), Laura Crandall (Flag Officer, Dance Captain), Katie Pohl (Dance Captain), Julie Engdahl (Dance Officer), Elizabeth Lyle (Dance Officer); middle: Leslie Shearrer, Beth Hummert, Holly Edwards, Sarah Eskridge, Amanda Tuffli, Devon Vialton; back: Angella Schwarzenbach, Kirsten Ruckdeschel, Julie Lowell, Mindy Lacey, Nicole Long, Julie Moyer

SENIORS: from top: Elizabeth Lyle, Julie Lowell, Julie Moyer, Amy Richards, Kirsten Ruckdeschel, Kelly Lovan, Nicole Long

Nicole Long and Julie Lowell
JUNIORS: Sunyi Boyce, Katie Pohl, and Laura Crandall

FRESHMEN: Devon Vialton, Amanda Tuffli, Leslie Shearer, Mindy Laciny, Holly Edwards

SOPHOMORES: Julie Enghdahl, Angella Schwarzenbach, Beth Hummert, Sarah Eskridge

First Pep Assembly. "Point of no return."

Basketball Game "Boys"
HOCKEY CHEERLEADERS

back: Jeane Tompkins, Shelby Armstrong, Sonya Taylor, Leslie Christensen; front: Kate Pyatt, Eli Bottani, Julie Neighbor, Erin Brussel

CAPTAINS Shelby Armstrong and Sonya Taylor
GIRLS SOFTBALL

Coach Paul Ahlvin, Meghan Knichel, Rachel White, Katie Stokes, Leslie Dunn, Erica White, Kristyn Howards, Nichole Lawrence, Coach Ben Averbuch, Jenny Hummert, Molly O'Donnell, Amy Eskridge, Sara Steenrod, Stephanie Reed, Jenny Stewart

Junior Varsity

standing: Couch Holmes, Dave O'Neil, Doug Jost, Jasper Hoogeweegen, Heath Hildebrandt, Jason Welge, Eric Laufersweiler, Adam Kamp, John Peel, Bobby DiMarcellis, Chris Russell, Justin Shew. front: Matthew Fry, Lucas Percelli, Dan Berlemann, Danny Burns, Joe Kim, Doug Rekart, Peter Wittenmeyer, Nathan Shay

Captains Adam Kamps & Eric Laufersweiler

Matt Fry and Nathan Shay

Bobby DiMarcellis

John Peel & Adam Kamps
front: Chris Richardson, Jon Glarner, Ed Wehner, Zach Tebb, Jacob Clark, Cody Biggs, Rick Ewing, Dave Schroeder, Mike Schawacker back: Coach Tim Cashel, Jon Westhoff, Nate Detrick, Suresh Misra, Matt Nelson, Matt Chicoineau, Steve Stobart, Dan Velton, Matt Lane, Barclay Losse

---

FRESHMEN FOOTBALL

Varsity Boys Basketball: Coach Tim Moore, Dan Wacker, David Schroeder, Johnny Parker, Tate Decker, Josh Lang, Sam Snelling, Coach Mike Abegg, Matt Caldwell, Brett Buresch, Spencer Taylor, Matt Worful. Not pictured, Tim Rusan

Varsity Girls Basketball: Coach Karen Hermann, Sara Hauschild, Rachel White, Kristyn Howard, Erica White, Colleen Corkery, Julia Bahr, Coach Bob Chekoudjian, Megan Coats, Elena Givens, Julie Garcia, April Warren
Girls JV Basketball

Julie Timmerman, Katie Peel, Kristen Tompkins, Amy Hauschild, Katrina Nichols, Erin Lang, Kate Bond, Coach John Thomas, Shauna Birge, Diana Jost, Carrie Lawrence, Ali Fuist

VARASSITY VOLLEYBALL

Coach Susan Artkris, Nancy Jacobs, Ginger Laciny, Julia Bahr, Nealie Tebb, Alli Seese, Sara Bahr, Coach Carl Stallings, Emily Fortman, Angela Hubbard, Laura Gushleff, Jamie Hodapp, not pictured Sara Hauschild
JV VOLLEYBALL

Angel Fleischer, Kelli Hart, Coach Stalling, Amy Fagnani, Julie Young, Diana Jost, Amy Hauschild, Shani Johnson, Megan Velten, K.C. Wilson, Jamie O’Heron

Freshman Volleyball

Ali Fuiist, Annie Coleman, Erin Lang, Theresa Mayberry, Jessica O’Brien, Jenny Keeney, Katie Sleeman, Jeane De Greeff, Christy Jayne, Katie Lewis, Brenda Poliom
front: Andrew Grow, Sam Nau, Andrew Van Brunt, John Seiffert, Gary Grow, Josh Lang, Coach Sebben, Jason Gardner, Dan Wacker, Chris Landa

Boys Cross Country Team

Andrew Grow, Dan Wacker, Scott Deppong, Gary Grow, Jason Gardner, Josh Lang, standing: Andrew Van Brunt, John Seiffert, Sam Nau, Chris Landa, Josh Smith, Nat Dickerson, Aaron Block, Robert Watson, Jake Samson, Marc Roberts, Eric Norton, Galen Robertson, Mark Wacker, David Schuster, Coach Sebben
GIRLS CROSS COUNTRY

Mr. Thomas, Jennifer Williamson, Gretchen Preissler, Margo Wentzien, Jill Oswald, Angela Clark, Elise Beyer, Staci Price, Sarah Bray, Julie Timmerman, Kate Bond, Maggie Davidson, Courtney Hunt, Megan Lockett, Julie Garcia, Veronica McGivney.

Seniors Gina Schroder and Susy Orf

GIRLS TENNIS

Coach Anne Mulvihill, Gina Garrett, Kristen Tompkins, Betsy Feldmann, Laura Grow, Jeane Tompkins, Sara Glass, Catie Smith, Kara Bohannan, Cary Jewell, Emily Marshall, Michelle Henry
WRESTLING

front: Sean Cannon, Mike Schook, Mike Landa, Chris Landa, John Rideout, Shea Cannon, Nat Nickerson, Myron Simms, Christian Glock, Steve Foder, Jamie Crawford, Milton Gist, Coach Stallings, Dave Kiloren, Sean McCarthy, John Regisier

BOYS SWIM TEAM

Brian Dean, Jasper Hoogewegen, Rob Nunley, Jamie Kramer, Rickey Bischoff, Mike Noonan, Coach Lutker, Lee Bischoff, Timmy Dean
VARSITY HOCKEY

back: Coach Dave Garth, Scott Harkey, Brad Hilkene, Andrew Hammersmith, Damien Mahoney, Eddie Nea, Coach Craig Christy, middle: Jason Brown, Tony Dattoli, Josh Wedel, Mike Herrell, Scott Brandes, Matt Hahn, front: Chris Plountz, Chris Richardson, Jim Odman, Jake Clark, Scott Barnes, John Gilbert, Tim Canter, Cheerleaders Liz Galloway, Julie Nighbor, Eli Bottani, Shelby Armstrong, Stephanie Grigg, Jeane Tompkins, Leslie Christensen, Erin Brussell, Maudi Koenig

JV HOCKEY

WIND ENSEMBLE

Wind Ensemble is under the direction of Mr. John Johnson

SYMPHONIC BAND

Symphonic Band is under the direction of Mr. Dane Williams
JAZZ I

front: Nick Athie, Mary Zeigler, Dave Riley, Katie Herold, Aaron Brooks, L T Miskel, Matt Gilbert, middle: Mr. Johnson, Todd Miller, Ben Kopetti, Greg Cissell, Scott Harkey, Kirsten Ruckdeschel, Corey McIlroy, Tim Nordmann, back: Jamie Levinson, Brian Jones, Dan Schnieder, Eric Chapman, Andrew Schwartz, Sean Hoffman

COMBO A: Rian Thum (piano), Nestor Wheelock (string bass), Dave Carr (drums)

COMBO B: Don Reynolds (piano), Greg Cissell (trumpet), Todd Miller (bass), Aaron Brooks (alto sax), Jamie Levinson (drums)
JAZZ II

front: Rian Thum, Jason Paiva, Brendon Olson, Jordon Levinson, Laura Newhard, Ryan Blayney, Hal Lange; middle: Nestor Wheelock, Dave Carr, Jibreel Evans, Barrett Williams, Jenny Mason, Jean Paul Delassus, Mr. Johnson; back: Donald Laciny, Scott Harkey, John Brader, Dave Riley, Joe Estes, Kevin Gibson, Kurt Glock, Adam Hansbrough

PERCUSSIONS

front: Jamie Levinson, Nathan Shay, Dave Carr, Aaron Story, Mary Ziegler, Elizabeth Pedley; middle: Tom Berleman, Joe Behan, Carl Glock, Margo Wentzien; back: Mr. Williams, William Betts, Mike Fondaw, Josh Vogeler
front: Steve Figura, Jennifer Buerk, James Moslander, Kristen Kelly, Oriana Gleason, Michael Taylor; back: Jenny Stokes, Aaron Story, William Betts, Jabreel Evans, Rebecca Hoyt, Cathy Sutter, Jamal Yoder, Michael Wehling

Nestor Wheelock hangin' with members of the Wynton Marsalis Quartet. l. to r. Reuban Jackson, Nestor Wheelock, Wynton Marsalis, Ali Mahommed, John, the Road Manager
RUMORS

by Neil Simon

PRODUCTION STAFF

Director          .Willie Garvey
Stage Manager     .Kim Colnaghi
Ass. Stage Manager.Samantha Harken
Properties/Costumes .Bern O'Brien
Light and Sound   .Ed Eggers
Scene Designer    .Mark Wiley

CAST LIST  (in order of appearance)

Chris Gorman      - Emily Romines
Ken Gorman        - David Blake
Claire Ganz       - Lisa Pepper
Lenny Ganz        - Jared Joplin
Ernie Cusack      - Bryan Westoff
Cookie Cusack     - Laura Swinford
Glenn Cooper      - Mike Erickson
Cassie Cooper     - Sonya Taylor
Officer Welch     - Brian Teasley
Officer Pudney    - Shawn Driemeier
Their Senior Year at Webster Groves  CLASS OF 95'
High School
MSLP About to depart on a Caving Trip

standing: Courtney Hutchenson, Stephanie Hester, Shawna Birge, Greg Roberts, Mrs. Ahern, Angel Keller, Anne Buckles, Jason Engdahl

ESL English as a Second Language

back: Nien Nguyen, Marcela Chavez, Ha Chavez, Ha Nguyen, Karen Barbour, Thuy Ho, front: Jittarat Chaosangket, Cornelia Eberhardt, Marcelo Centurion, Inga Unger, Edyta Owocka
When we began the school year in September 94, this office was empty.

Eric Laufersweiler in class.

Jacob Kim and teammates were deeply effected by the Turkey Day loss to Kirkwood.

The staff began the school year with the annual Staff Bar B. Que
Scenes from
PROM '94

Julie Garcia was in attendance

Kelly Byrd standing with Eric Chapman, Michael Sargent, Anthony Williams and a guest.

Kelly Young and Sara Chunn had a particularly good time with their dates.

Leslie Christensen dances with Scott Dusenberry, with Wade Bond in the background.
Outside on-Campus

Beth Walter and Brian Knutsen

Mike Hauser, Lara Wise, Stacey Craig, Dan Berlemann, Joel Gast, Nealie Tebb, Brian Kuhn

Chervita Strickland and Jamacia Stanfield perfect their routine

Bobby DiMarcellis and Sam Coalier

Christian Zareh

Scenes from the Fall Street Mixer
Teresa Vincent and Tonya Hartmann

Leslie Grill during lunch

Kevin McAvin and friends

Scott Deppong

Shelby Hines in a party mood.
Around the Halls

Corey Sims

Adam Kamps at his locker

underclassmen

Kashita Wicks, Dajuanda Williams, Christy Johnson, Marnice Hayes, Pleshette Hubbard, Andrea Gordon, Angel Jackson, & LaShandria Gordon

Nealie Tebb, Julie Lowell, & Nicole Long

Hien Nguyen, Jittarett Chaoengket, Thuy Ho, Ha Nguyen, Carnelia Eberhardt

Lindsay Ruhland passes Nashelle Coleman in her usual pose.
Assemblies and Events

Varsity Cheerleaders at a Pep Assembly

A Varsity Tower

Anne Heltibrand in action

Sean Hoffmann

Kim Nardini & Kenny Koenigsfield

Andy Neison photographing the Friendship Maids
Around the lunch room.

Gee Shelby!

David Blake, Geneen Pazur, Stacy Price

John Peel, Sunyi Boyce, Anne Heltbrand, Brian Westhoff, Candice Yoder, Michelle Yoder

John Seiffert, Katie Werner, Lisa Fagnani, Amy Eskridge

Victor Buresch, John Westhoff, Brandon Pickerel, Jon Lutjens, Todd Miller, Chris Russell

Jinna Hopson, Chaka Howard, Angela Hubbard, Kelly Byrd, Tina Williams, NaShonette Lilly

Erin Brussel, Erin Fee, Eli Bottani, Julie Nighbor
AUTOGRAPHHS

Victor Buresch, Michelle Yoder, Sunyi Boyce, Candice Yoder
Classroom Scenes
Member of the Yearbook Staff

Pleshette Hubbard, Roger Marquess, and Beth Walter

Mary Beth Carosello, Erin Fee, Molly O’Donnell & Jacob Kim

Angel Jackson
The Yearbook staff preparing final copy, Adam, Laura, Shelby, Sarah, Amy, Sean, Jeane, and Rogers.

Christy Johnson and Angel Jackson

Dan Wacker, Dan Touhey, and August Christhilf

Top Dog

Lisa Pepper and Anne McKay

Corey Cooper
Robert Ming working on a wood project

A brief moment to relax

Ms. Bradley’s student teacher directs her class.

Jeane Tompkins, Gretchen Orwing, Tim Rusan, Kenya Billups

Claire Barnes in Ms. Antrim’s class.

Rachel Smith and Mike Schook
Kenya and Danielle

Anne Heltibrand, Susy Orf, Kelly Lovan, and Julie Moyer

Dennis Cook at a special moment

Anne Heltibrand and Leslie Christensen

Ricky McCoy in the Computer Lab
Fall Pep Rally

AUTOGRAPHS
Devika Bates and Boris Johnson

Mrs. Ahern's class

Reggie Wright shares a lesson with Carmen

Everyone IS busy.

Robert Kirk and helper deliver books to Home Ec.
Mary Hall working on a ceramics project in Basic Art.

Sophomore Sean Taff and Junior Tim Hackmeyer

Junior Alex Lee making good use of her Student Asst. time with Mrs. Ryan.

Ms. Antrim exposing her Basic Art Class to the fun of working with clay. Lto r. Zac Fore, Eric Barnett, Amy James, Ms. Antrim, and Julius Brown
Yes, Fello Babe', we have a PreSchool.

Stephanie Link

Becky Fore working with PreSchool kids.

Joe Sadlo in Industrial Tech class.

Senior Lamar Futrell
Mr. Cady's 4th hour Gym class.

Another scene from Gym class.

Juniors Sam Snelling & Tate Decker, with Seniors Ernest Nichols & Steve Burch

Students in home ec. class.

Mr. Ivy 'on station' during the 1994 Turkey Day football game.
A student working on a wood project.

The boys are also involved in the Home Ec. department.

Joe Sadlo and Sara Petty outside Robert's Gym and Parking lot.

This is a creative photo of Josh Kratky by Kristi Roberts. It was a Split-face project for Photography class.

The winter turned Spring-like around the middle of March.

Courtney Worley and classmates.
Match the following names with the photos on pages 33 through 50.

1 Delicia Hicks
2 Jennifer Gage
3 Amy Abott
4 Christian Zareh
5 Kelly Young
6 Sarah Mathley
7 Mac Salway
8 Joel Gust
9 Joshua Comegys
10 Kelly Halferty
11 Robert Gillina
12 Chris Metzler
13 Cynthia Griffin
14 Jean Tompkins
15 Jacob Kim
16 Wade Bond
17 Joshua Knichel
18 Suzanne Isenberg
19 Jo Hansbrough
20 Brian Dean
21 Karen Heinz
22 Melissa Hill
23 Laura Swinford
24 Sarah Douglas
25 Martha Bailey
26 Tamia Walker
27 Anne McKay
28 Bobby Dimarcellis
29 Marc Tava
30 Matthew Lazier
31 Boris Johnson
32 Steve Korte
33 Brian Jones
34 Conea Watkins
35 Beth Walter
36 Jennifer Mangosing
37 Kate Marshall
38 Ann Duffy
39 Steve Burch
40 Aileen Keenan
41 Emily Greenwalt
42 Matt Perkins
43 Jayme Glass
44 Heather Thurman
45 Gary & Andrew Grow
46 Jeremiah Wallace
47 Neale Tebb
48 Katie Redford
49 Jeremy Daughaday
50 Amy Allen
51 Mike Fondaw
52 L. Rachel Smith

53 Pleshette L. Hubbard
54 Sean Hoffmunn
55 Amy Neighbor
56 Angel Jackson
57 Mike Hauser
58 Sara Haze
59 LaShonda Gordon
60 Andrea Gordon
61 Brian Westoff
62 Sarah Glass
63 Stacey Craig
64 Nichole Delgado
65 Scott Duembry
66 Julie Lowell
67 Amanda Mendica
68 J. Rogers Marquess III
69 Shelby Armstrong
70 Nancy Jacobs
71 Gwen Ray
72 Tamara Chandler
73 Gregory Delassus
74 Katherine Werner
75 Barbara Hickey
76 Eric ‘Enrique’ Laufersweiler
77 Deanna Beilstein
78 Julia Bahr
79 Becca Seibert
80 Antoine Lawrence
81 Molly Clear
82 Amy Eskridge
83 Juan McMullen
84 Pete Wibbenmeyer
85 Evan Marshall
86 Erica Rusen
87 Jake Hannon
88 Jo Banks
89 Tiffany Mosby
90 Matt Robinson
91 Stephanie Craig
92 Stephanie Riley
93 Sara Bahr
94 Kim Nardini
95 Barnes Sauder
96 Mary Burch
97 Zack Fore
98 Sean Rahmberg
99 Kristy Roberts
100 Kristyn Fantroy
101 Tommy Church
102 Mike Modesto
103 Brian Kuhn
104 Jodi Hofer
105 Brandy Reinhart
106 Melvin Moore
107 Phillip Trapp
108 Katie McGinnis
109 Neal Kendall
110 Sam Nau
111 Robert Kirk
112 Tracie Kriska
113 Nadine Kruse
114 Jenny Hensley
115 Shelby Hines
116 Cynthia Wicks
117 Sean Worley
118 Kelly Lowan
119 Candice Yoder
120 Kelly McClendon
121 Sharon Beckman
122 Nick Pavelka
123 Lisa Fayani
124 Sonya Taylor
125 Sean Rothery
126 Brian Knoerie
127 Kati Nawroki
128 John Peel
129 Elizabeth Wargo
130 David Ahrens
131 Rachel Kryah
132 Brian Guerrero
133 Benedicte Nielsen
134 Josh Kurlander
135 Jerry Farrar
136 Sarah Hagen
137 Kenya Billups
138 Susy Orf
139 Marnie Hayes
140 Dan Berlemann
141 Matt Niemeyer
142 Amanda Woodward
143 Adam Kamps
144 Carey Leahy
145 Catie Smith
146 Rebecca Demotte
147 Amy Richards
148 Dan Touhey
149 Stacie Williams
150 Leslie Christensen
151 Kevin Donze
152 Bridgette Holt
153 Mark Jones
154 Jeff Salazar
155 Michael Erickson
156 Laura Wise
157 Melanie Fitzgerald
158 Brad Hillkene
159 Erica Brown
160 Leslie Nickerson
161 Kari Edwards
162 Monica Kelson
163 Sean Rahmberg
164 Latoi Lawrence
165 Jill Brunk
166 Andrew Vanbrunt
167 Dajuanda Williams
168 Kirsten Ruckdeschel
169 Lamar Furell
170 Teresa Vincent
171 Matt Hiatt
172 Gina Schroder
173 Anne Heltbrand
174 Aaron Brooks
175 Sarah Steenrod
176 Sarah Christman
177 John Register
178 Sarah Chunn
179 Samantha Harken
180 Kim Colnagli
181 Kenny Koenigsfeld
182 Bree Sanders
183 Cathy Weis
184 Merly Mandla
185 Jason Flanery
186 Tonya Hartmann
187 Nicole Long
188 Eric Chapman
189 Shawna Climer
190 Matt Schindler
191 Andy Niesen
192 Jennifer Spencer
193 Dan Schnieder
194 Lizbeth Lyle
195 Brenten Dalrymple
196 Simiha Giles
197 Lisa Pepper
198 Tammy Hannah
199 Nikki Gary
200 Greg Cissell
201 Jennifer Kirkton
202 Stephanie Reed
203 Cinata Griffin
204 Aaron Gold
205 Rian Thum
Index

D
Dalay Gabe, 66
Dalay Nathan J., 79
Dalrymple Brendan, 12
Daniels Dan, 79
Dattoli Anthony Michael, 79
Daughaday Jeremy Freer, 13
Davidson Margaret Arin, 54
Davis Anthony, 63
Davis Antwan, 66
Davis Nieskies, 54
Davis Reginaile, 13
Dean Brian Owen, 13
Dean Timothy Michael, 79
Decker Tate E., 54
Declue Maria Danice, 79
Declue Temika, 76
Degreffe Jeanne Marie, 79
Del Cortivo Angie M., 54
Delassus Gregory, 13
Delassus Jean Paul, 66
Delgado Nicole, 13
Demotte Amanda Lee, 79
Demotte Rebecca D., 13
Deneal Rachel E., 66
Deppong Lisa Marie, 79
Deppong Scott, 13
Dessent Carolyn Nolan, 79
Detrick Matthew F., 54
Detrick Nate, 66
Devaney Brian A., 66
Dickerson Lakisha Shanianne, 66
Dickerson Nathaniel Lewis, 79
Dietz Jason, 54
Dimarcellis Bobby, 13
Dirks Kelli, 54
Dixon Courtnei, 54
Dixon Jawana, 54
Dixon Malinda Nicole, 79
Donato Melanie, 66
Donze Kevin F., 13
Dorssey Brandy, 66
Dougherty Shannon P., 54
Douglas Sarah, 13
Doyle Candice M., 79
Drennen Rachel H., 54
Driemeier Shawn K., 54
Driver Oliver V., 66
Drummer Amanda, 67
Drummer Fannita M., 80
Duffy Annie, 13
Dunn Leslie, 54
Dusenbery Scott, 13
Dymek Jessica, 67

E
Earley Holley Nicole, 80
Early Linnet K. Haynes, 80
Eberhardt Cornelia, 13
Eberhardt Joshua E., 54
Ebling Adam J., 80
Eckelman Brendan, 67
Edgar Sara Elizabeth, 80
Edwards Holly Graham, 80
Edwards Kari M., 13
Edwards Sarah Ann, 80
Elieirini Dennis B., 54
Engelsa Jason N., 54
Engelsa Julie N., 67
Ennist Brooke, 67
Epps Ashley, 80
Erickson Michael, 14
Erves Lydia Grace, 80
Eskridge Amy, 14
Eskridge Sarah, 67
Estes Joe, 67
Evans Arica Aisha, 54
Evans Brandon Ray, 80
Evans Jibrel-Shakeel, 55
Evans Taskesakeena N., 67
Evans William Dearing, 80
Evers Jessica L., 67
Ewing Edward A., 55
Ewing Eric J., 67

F
Fagnani Amy Elizabeth, 67
Fagnani Lisa Marie, 14
Fantro Kristyn N., 14
Farber Naomi, 55
Farias Ana Teresa, 67
Farrar Jerome L., 14
Farrar Julie S., 55
Farrar Lakin J., 14
Farwell Damian, 80
Fee Erin E., 55
Fellmann Elizabeth, 67
Fiala Troy M., 55
Figura Stephen P., 80
Fink Jill, 67
Fishman Chloe Renee, 80
Fitzgerald Clayton A., 80
Fitzgerald Melanie K., 30
Fitzgerald Michael, 55
Flanagan Paul, 55
Flanery Jason, 14
Flanery Ryan J., 55
Fleischer Jennifer, 67
Fleming Adam Michel, 14
Fleming Matthew P., 67
Fobert Sarah Renee, 67
Foder Stephen, 67
Fondaw Michael, 14
Fore Becky, 55
Fore Zachary, 14
Fortman Emily B., 55
Fountain Gerrion, 14
French Von, 67
Frigerio Jason Matthew, 67
Frintrup Amanda, 55
Fry Matthew T., 55
Frist Allison Lee, 80
Fuller Joshua, 55
Fulton Ariana M., 55
Furay Carolyn A., 80
Furay Julia, 55
Futhey Amy Eileen, 67
Futrell Lamar, 30

G
Gage Jennifer, 14
Gallina Robert, 14
Galloway Elizabeth S., 67
Gamble Jennifer, 55
Garcia Julie E., 55
Gardner Jason R., 55
Garrett Benjamine, 80
Garrett Gabriel, 14
Garrett Gina, 55
Gary Audrea N., 15
Gast Amy Elizabeth, 67
Gast Joel R., 15
Gentry Eric, 55
Gibson Kevin, 56
Gibson Shaunette M., 55
Gilbers Benjamine Michael, 67
Gilbert John P., 55
Gilbert Matthew D., 55
Gilbert Todd Christopher, 67
Gilcrease Sharita Renee, 67
Giles Sinitria Nakia, 15
Gist Milton, 80
Givens Elena C., 55
Glarnier Brian M., 56
Glarnier Jonathan, 68
Glass Jayme, 15
Glass Sarah, 15
Gleason Arianna Elizabeth, 80
Glock Christian Joseph, 80
Glock Karl, 15
Glock Kurt, 68
Gohl Angela, 68
Gold Aaron, 15
Gold Julia Katherine, 80
Golden Katherine E., 56
Golden Mary Elizabeth, 80
Goodman Andrea J., 15
Gordon Lashondria, 15
Gordon John Kenneth C., 80
Grant Jocelyn E., 56
Grant Jonathan Frank, 80
Green Recio J., 80
Greenwalt Emily M., 15
Gregg James Paul, 80
Griffin Cinata L., 15
Griffin Cynthia, 15
Grigg Stephanie Audrey, 68
Grigsbys Lesley Anne, 56
Grill Leslie, 68
Grotthaus Shannon Marie, 68
Grow Andrew, 16
Grow Gary, 16
Grow Laura, 68
Gsell Candy Shawnette, 80
Guerrero Brian, 16
Gusheff Laura, 56
Guyton Sheria A., 56
Gymer Jr Steven J., 67

H
Hackmeier Timothy, 56
Haeffeli Jason M., 56
Haessig Timothy M., 56
Hagen Sarah, 16
Hagerty James, 68
Hagin Benjamin, 68
Hagin Rebecca Ann, 68
Hagin Timothy, 30
Hahn Matthew, 68
Halferty Kelley, 16
Hall Mary, 68
Hamilton Ronald Robert, 68
Hammond Dana, 68
Hammersmith Andrew, 68
Hancock Anna Marie, 68
Hancock Isaac M., 56
Hannah Tammy Elizabeth, 16
Hannon Jacob M., 16
Hannon Matthew Robert, 80
Hannon Phillip, 68
Hansbrough Adam Dale, 80
Hansbrough Joanna L., 16
Harken Alexander, 68
Harken Samantha, 16
Harkey Scott R., 56
Harmon Melanie Ann, 68
Harper Lakisha, 56
Harris Benjamin, 30
Harris Clifford, 56
Harris Dedric R., 30
Harris Paul M., 56
Hart Dionia Kelli, 68
Hartmann Tonya, 16
Haug Wendell, 56
Hauschild Amy E., 81
Hauschild Sara Marie, 68
Hausner Michael, 16
Hawley Aubrey A., 56
Hayden Robert W., 68
Hayden Rosalind Elisabeth, 81
Hayes Marnice, 16
Hazel Melinda Marie, 81
Hazel Sara, 17
Heberer Christine Robin, 81
Hein ALEX C., 56
Heinz Karen M., 17
Helker Christopher L., 81
Helker Michael, 81
Helton Darlene, 17
Helton Ilana S., 56
Henry Michelle L., 56
Hensley Jennifer A., 17
Hernandez Leja Nicole, 81
Herold Katherine, 68
Herr Megan Marie, 68
Herrell Michael Lee, 81
Herrman Melinda K., 56
Herrmann Madeline S., 81
Hester Eddie, 68
Hester Stephanie, 56
Hiatt Matt, 17
Hickey Barbara A., 17
Hicks Delicia, 17
Hildebrandt Heath T., 56
Hildebrandt Scott P., 81
Hilkene Brad, 17
Hilt Christa N., 56
Hilt Jason Anton, 56
Hilt Joseph A., 56
Hilt Melissa, 17
Hilt Melissa D., 56
Hilt Rebecca, 68
Hilt Ronita D., 69
Hilton Katherine, 81
Hines Shelby, 17
Hirsch Sarah Joyce, 81
Hlaca Becki Lynn, 81
Special Thanks To:

Herff Jones Yearbooks

Prestige Portraits/Lifetouch Studios
Fox Photo, Glendale
Ms. Cindy Doder, Class Lists
Ms. Margaret Karleskint, Yearbook Accounts
Mr. Bob Chekoudjian
Mrs. Lisa Camastro-Nordmann, Sports Photographs

Yearbook Staff: Nestor Wheelock, Jennifer Spencer, Lee Drake, Lindsay Rubland, Nicole Long, Julie Lowell, Sam Coalier, Rogers Marquess, Jacob Kim, Shelby Armstrong, Kelly Young, Erin Fee, Latasho Rusan, Sarah Chunn, Megan Coats, Katie Pohl, Mary Beth Carosello, Samantha Harken, Laura Wise, Michael Hauser, Laura Crandall, Angel Jackson, Molly O'Donnell, Kelly Halferty, Sarah Behnen, Beth Walter, Sean Worley, Jeane Tompkins, Pleshette Hubbard, Jeremy Daughaday, Leslie Christansen. Yearbook Sponsor - Lee Drake
Eric Laufersweiler
Dec. 13, 1976
Dec. 3, 1994

“I am I, and you are you. Whatever we were to each other - that we are still. Call me by my old familiar name - speak to me in the easy way which you always used. Put no difference into your tone; wear no forced air of solemnity or sorrow. Laugh, as we always laughed, at the little jokes we enjoyed together. Play, smile, think of me - pray for me. Let my name be ever the household name it was. Let it be spoken without effort, without the ghost of a shadow on it. Life means all that it ever meant. It's the same as it ever was - there is absolutely unknown continuity. What is death but a negligible accident? Why should I be put out of mind because I am out of sight? I am waiting for you for an interval, somewhere very near - just around the corner. All is well.”
Boys’ Golf

BOYS GOLF: (front row) Ian Wehrman (09), David Schroeder (10), Troy Fiala (11), John Marecek (10), Ed Ewing (11), Mark Wacker (09). (back row) Nate Detrick (10), Mike Bloomer (12), Rick Ewing (10), Mac Salway (12), Adam Wickwire (09), Mike Kuhn (09)

Boys’ Tennis

BOYS TENNIS: (1st row) Gabe Garrett, Tom Berleman, Jacob Kim, Brian Westhoff, Wendell Haug, Matt Bacon, Jasper Hoogeweegen, Jordan Levenson. (2nd row) Coach Grant Brady, Chris Paul, Bob Zager, Abe Lee, Hien Nguyen, Scott Harkey, Mark Jones, Barnes Souder, Justin Shew, Suresh Misra

Girls’ Swim Team


Not pictured: Chantal Hoffsten
Girls' Varsity Soccer


Girls' J.V. Soccer

J.V. GIRLS SOCCER: (front row) Julia Gold, Andi Bates, Gina Garrett. (middle) Missy Orwig, Julie Nighbor, Kate Bond, Molly McAvin, Abby Sanders, Carla Schlicher. (back row) Jill Benson, Jill Oswald, Megan Lockett, Laura Young, Sarah Bray, Diana Jost, Rachel Kresyman
Girls' Track


Boys' Varsity Baseball

VARSITY BASEBALL: (front) Jeffrey Salazar, Jerry Farrar, Aaron Coburn, Christian Zareh, Adam Kamps, Mathew Kuhn, Scott Barnes. (middle) Joel Gast, Dan Wacker, Matt Robinson, Dennis Thuernau, Anthony Condra. (back) Scott Hagley, David Braden, Doug Reiber, Matt Oliphant

Boys' J.V. Baseball

J.V. BASEBALL: (front) Bill Marsh, Mike Shawacker, Josh Smith, Matt Hannon, John Rideout, Dan Merello, Nathan Young, Scott Nixon. (back row) Coach Averbuch, Kevin Gibson, Dan Velten, Dan Lyle, Doug Curtis, Dan Newcomb, Nathan Lovan, Dave Powers, Michael Tipp, Todd Gilbert, Matt Nelson, Coach Hepfinger
Senior Picnic
Lake Holiday
Tuesday, May 23, 1995
Prom
MARRIOTT PAVILLION HOTEL
Friday, May 12, 1995
Last Pep Assembly

&

Senior Girls
Class of 96, get an early start.
Graduation
Friday, June 2, 1995
Moss Field

The Class of 1995. In between raindrops, Seniors managed to squeeze in the complete graduation ceremony. Senior John Peel gave the Commencement Speech as the Senior Class lined up to receive their diplomas. The day proved to be another successful tradition in Webster Groves.
JAMES T. HIXSON AWARDS

LEADERSHIP
Laura Ruth Swinford
Gregory S. L. DeLassus

SCHOLARSHIP
Katherine Johna Werner
Gregory S. L. DeLassus

SPORTSMANSHIP
Julia Wallen Bahr
Dennis Brian Cook

SERVICE
Kirsten Kuester Ruckdeschel
Danial Adam Schneider

MASTER AND MISTRESS OF CEREMONIES
Gregory DeLassus and Candice Yoder

NATIONAL MERIT ACHIEVEMENT FINALISTS
Gregory DeLassus
Madonna Bree Sanders

WEBSTER GROVES ROTARY CLUB
SCHOLARSHIP
Gregory S.L. DeLassus
Anne Catherine Heltibrand
Madonna Bree Sanders
Rachel Michelle Smith
Katherine Johna Werner

WEBSTER GROVES OPTIMISTS
SCHOLARSHIPS:
Paul Marti Memorial
Brian Owen Dean
Robert Niewoehner Memorial
LaShondria NaTreecee Gordon

WEBSTER GROVES KIWANIS CLUB
SCHOLARSHIP
Laura Ruth Swinford
Katherine Johna Werner

METRO OPTIMIST CLUB OF WEBSTER
GROVES SCHOLARSHIP
Lauren Renee Ray
Brien Royce Teasly

Missouri "Bright Flight"
Julia Wallen Bahr
Leslie R. Christensen
Rebecca Dawn DeMotte
Amy Elizabeth Eskridge
Lisa Marie Fagnani
Gabriel Thomas Garrett
Sara Anne Hazel
Matthew W. Lazier
Katherine L. Redford
Stephanie Amber Reed
Malcom James Salway
Madonna Bree Sanders
John Edward Seiffert IV
Sara Colleen Steenrod
Jennifer Neal Tebb
Rian R. Thum
Bryan Michael Westhoff
Andrew Van Brunl
Katherine Johna Werner

ROCK HILL LIONS CLUB
SCHOLARSHIP
Tonya S. Hartmann

WEBSTER GROVES HIGH SCHOOL
PARENT CLUB SCHOLARSHIP
Gregory S.L. DeLassus
Sean R. Hoffman
Nathan Robert Shay
Rachel Michelle Smith
Katherine Johna Werner
WEBSTER GROVES LIONS CLUB SCHOLARSHIP
Erica Beth Baldwin
Andrea Jeaneen Gordon
Nancy Jean Jacobs
Jin Hwan Kim
Sonya Derin Taylor

S.A.A. SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
Tiffany Louis Mosby

NELLIE SALMON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Sarah E. Christman
LaToi Nichol Lawrence

ACETO-HUNZIKER SCHOLARSHIP
Gregory S.L. DeLassus
Rachel Michelle Smith

HOWARD A. LATTA SCHOLARSHIP
Jonathan Aaron Hunn
Amanda Lee Mendica

MICHAEL ALDRICH MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Jason C. Flanery

WEBSTER GROVES BOOSTER CLUB ATHLETIC AWARD
Dennis Brian Cook
Gerrion Patrick Fountain
Gary B. Grow
Nancy Jean Jacobs
Jin Hwan Kim

BOOSTER CLUB SPIRIT AWARD
Laura Ruth Swinford

SCHOLAR ATHLETE
John Edward Seiffert IV

OUTSTANDING BUSINESS STUDENT AWARD
Rachel Michelle Smith

VOCAL MUSIC AWARD
Kari Marie Edwards
Anne Catherine Heltbrand

JOHN PHILLIP SOUSA AWARD
Gregory Thomas Cissell

LOUIS ARMSTRONG AWARD
Jonathan Eric Chapman

HENRY J. LEMKE SCHOLARSHIP
Amy Elizabeth Eskridge
Lauren Renee Ray

STAGEHAND SCHOLARSHIP
Kari Marie Edwards
Lisa Joy Pepper

EAGLE AWARD
Rachel Michelle Smith

JUNIOR AWARDS:
Harvard Book Award
Meghan Nagle-Peterson

Yale Book Award
Christine Newmann

Dartmouth Book Award
Daniel Wacker

Wellesley Book Award
Mary Zeigler

Washington University Book Award
Mary Beth Carosello

Senior Service Awards:
Gregory Thomas Cissell
Gregory S.L. DeLassus
Michael Douglas Erickson
Sarah Heath Glass
Anne Catherine Heltbrand
Sean R. Hoffman
LaToi Nichol Lawrence
Katheryn Byrne McGinnis
Michael J. Modesto, Jr.
John Robert Peel
Kirsten Kuester Ruckdeschel
Daniel Adam Schneider
Rachel Michelle Smith
Laura Ruth Swinford
Brian Royce Teasley
Candice M. Yoder